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Purpose

The purpose of this project was to apply the principles of EBP to a case study and 

to utilize a decision-making map to ensure evidence, clinical judgement and client 

needs are thoroughly considered when making clinical decisions.



Case Study
Marcus is an 18-year-old male, moderately 

severe stutterer, employed as an electrician in 

Monroe, Louisiana. The client’s brother and 

father stuttered until about 10 years of age. 

The client has participated in therapy at 

different times throughout his life. This therapy 

usually focused solely on modification of 

his speech. The client still demonstrates part-

word repetitions, prolongations, and silent and 

voiced blocks. He says he is struggling to do 

his job effectively and would like to employ a 

renewed and different approach to his 

stuttering issue.



Client Need: 

Based on case history and assessment information, it was revealed that Marcus presents with a 
moderately severe stutter that impacts his quality of life.

Specifically, Marcus is interested in trying other methods of therapy because his current speech 
modification techniques are ineffective in improving his disfluencies and affecting his work.

Clinical Judgement:

Marcus’ past intervention has been solely focused on fluency-modification. This does not fully account 
for the multidimensional nature of stuttering disorder. According to Yairi and Seery (2015), there are 
six major dimensions that contribute to a complete stuttering disorder. These dimensions include 
overt speech characteristics, physical concomitants, physiological activity, affective features, cognitive 
processes, and social dynamics. Therefore, a combined approach that focuses on the modification of 
stuttering and the emotional reactions (psychological/cognitive aspects) to stuttering should be 
utilized to address the complex nature of Marcus’ stuttering disorder. 
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Results



Theoretical Considerations



Results

Recommendation for Treatment:

• It is recommended that Marcus receives speech therapy services due to the 

severity and impact his stutter has on his quality.

• The implementation of a combined fluency approach is recommended for 

therapy because of the multidimensional nature of stuttering.

• Therapy should include addressing the ineffectiveness of his current fluency 

modification strategies, implementing psychological approaches/techniques 

such as emotional adjustment through desensitization and psychotherapy. 

Also, Marcus should be involved in group therapy and assertiveness training 

to enhance learning and connect with others impacted by stuttering.
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